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"A sustainable utility to deliver safe and
affordable water supply through protection of

watersheds and preservation of the
environment for Tandag City’s ecological

balance."
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"To adequately address the need for potable
and affordable water under conditions of
efficient and effective human and natural

resource administration by increasing
capability to develop and maintain the ecology
relative to global mitigation of climate change."



MESSAGE FROM THE
CHAIRMAN OF THE
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Amid the CoVid 19 pandemic, Tandag City Water District’s purpose never dithered. It

was a challenge realizing the dream but I am glad we made it through unbeaten -

responding to economic impacts and operational setbacks with strong governance,

oversight and willpower.  

Along with the entire board of directors, we thank all TCWD employees for their

continued effort and dedication to public service. We also commend the General

Manager for effectively executing the strategies in a difficult year. We feel

confident with you by our side in the years to come.

Salamat Kadayaw!

 

                                                               WALDERICO R. BONIFACIO, JR., CE (sgd.)

                                                                    Board of Directors - Chairman
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MESSAGE FROM THE
GENERAL MANAGER

2021 is the year that is incredibly difficult not only for TCWD but to all water

district alike because of long dry spell and CoVid19 pandemic. However, this is

also an opportunity to demonstrate how the top management is taking the lead

and giving direction to the TCWD's sustainability efforts in mitigating the

impact of the long dry spell and CoVid19 pandemic.

An authentic, sincere and mission-driven statement from the Board of Directors

and top management signal the commitment and set the tone for the rest of

2021. It can include an overview of the vision, direction and strategy that the

TCWD is committed to take to meet its goals.

This report illustrates the company's understanding of its responsibility to

people it bound to serve and the planet we depend on. But more importantly, it

builds the general public's trust and confidence in the organization.
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EULOGIO D. MILLA, CE, ASEAN Eng (sgd.)

                  General Manager
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     The Board of Directors is the policy making body of TCWD. They are the ones
who ensure that policies are in-placed and updated to suit the present needs of
the District and the consumers. They are composed of five (5) experts who

belonged to the different sectors of the economy namely: (1) the Professional
Sector; (2) the Business Sector; (3) the Education Sector; (4) the Women’s Sector;
and (5) the Civic Sector.

   In FY 2021, the board had approved a total of seventy four (74) resolutions
including but not limited to the approval of the annual budget, realignment of
funds, bank and loan related transactions, donations, employees' benefits, conduct
of programs, activities and projects, establishment of policies, and several

directives that aims to improve the day to day operations of the district.

   The board also sees the need to create new policies in 2021 to ensure
accountability and transparency in the government service. Some of the policies
connecting to this are the (1) Zero Consumption Policy; (2) Warranty Security
Policy; and (3) Replacement of Water Meter Policy.

OFFICE OF THE BOARD AND
GENERAL MANAGER
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     The Office of the General Manager, on the other hand, is spearheaded by
Eulogio D. Milla, CE, ASEAN Eng. It is in-charge of carrying-out policies given by
the Board of Directors in achieving organization's objectives.
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     In the year 2021, the District had succeeded with thirty three (33) major

programs, projects, and activities while continuing ten (10) of the same from
FY2020.  Highlights include the Exploratory/Productive Drilling at Barangay

Maitom, the Installation of Water Analysis and Design Software at TCWD Computer

Systems, the Installation of Liners at Bioto and Awasian’s Steel Reservoir, the
Construction of One (1) 500cu.m Concrete Tank at Purok Pluto, Brgy. Telaje, the
Installation of Transmission Lines from Purok Pluto, Brgy. Telaje to Brgy. Mabua, the
Extension of several Transmission or Distribution Lines at different strategic

locations in Tandag City, and the Design, Build and Operate Bulk Water Supply
project for TCWD.

        Aside from that, several documents were also prepared by the office of the
General Manager such as but not limited to transmittals, memoranda, certifications,
travel orders, itineraries and liquidations of travel, Memorandum of Agreements,
annual report, Monthly Data Sheets, Operations Manuals and the like. This Office

also assisted to the preparation of the LWUA quarterly and monthly reports,  PHO
and CHO reports, project accomplishment reports, Report on Government PPAs,
Major PAPs with Beneficiaries Reports, and Water Safety Plan.

       Moreover, the Office of the General Manager is composed of the: (1) Public
Relations Unit; (2) Records Unit; and (3) Bids and Awards Committee Office.

The Pubic Relations Unit (PRU) is responsible in maintaining and
upholding the overall image and identity of the District. Hence, it  is
responsible in implementing the district's Corporate Social
Responsibility, Freedom of Information Program, and Tubod
Program. Together with the IT unit, it is also responsible in
maintaining the Transparency Seal of the District.

01  —  Public Relations Unit
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As the CSR aims to give back to the community, the PRU carried on
with the District's Annual Blood Donation Program in partnership
with the Provincial Health Office.

The PRU participated in social events given by the Local
Government of Tandag like the Resbakuna Kick-Off and 123rd
Philippine Independence Day Celebration. 

The TCWD also showed its CSR by donating supplies to our fellow
brothers in jail thru the BJMP and gave financial assistance to
Water Districts located in Surigao del Norte who were severely
affected by Typhoon Rai.
 

Corporate Social Responsibility
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A simultaneous event was also made by the PRU during the year
2021. It implemented a Drug Free Workplace Program while
presenting the DOH's Resbakuna Explainer Videos as vaccination
campaign to TCWD employees awaiting for their turn in the in-
house drug test administered by the Adela Serra Ty Memorial
Medical Center Drug Testing Laboratory.

The PRU also showed support to the Tree Planting Activities of the
Watershed Management Unit during the World Water Day, Earth
Day and Arbor Day Celebration with partners such as the Local
Government Unit of Tandag, Provincial Government of Surigao del
Sur, the Department of Environment and Natural Resources, the
Daughters of Mary Immaculate - Tandag Branch, Saint Theresa
College, etc.

Aside from all of these, the PRU handles the facebook account of
the district where it announces TCWD water alerts and some PPA
developments. 
 

The PRU handles the Freedom of Information (FOI) Program of
TCWD in adherence to Executive Order No. 2, S. 2016 of the
President of the Philippines. The FOI Program is a recognition of the
fundamental role of free and open exchange of information in a
democracy to enhance transparency and accountability in
government official acts, transactions, or decisions. It guarantees
the right of the people to information on matters of public concern.

In FY2021, the TCWD was recognized by the Presidential
Communications Operations Office as the FOI Champion under the
Local Water Districts Category. It received an award which was
handed over by USec. Michel Kristian R. Ablan, CESO II, of PCOO, to
GM Eulogio D. Milla, CE, ASEAN Eng, Ms. Rosemarie F. Andres, and
Ms. Candice Noelle M. Cabrera, all FOI Officers of TCWD, during
the 2021 FOI Awards Night held at Radisson Blu, Cebu City. Another
award was also received by the PRU head, Ms. Cabrera, who was
recognized as one of the best FOI Officers in the Philippines.

Further, the TCWD catered to FOI requests at an average
processing time of 0.67 day in the year 2021. 

Freedom of Information
Program



Prepare Records Management Manual;
Install proper records creation, maintenance, control and
disposal procedures;
Designate a Records Officer, Records Custodian and Records
Management Improvement Committee;
Attend Basic Records Management Webinar;
Route and check 4,628 documents; and
Electronically filed 20% of all documents at hand.

The Records Unit is the one tasked to maintain the efficient and
economical records management methods relating to the creation,
proper routing, utilization, maintenance, retention, preservation and
disposal of public records.

During the year, it was able to:

02  —  Records Unit
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The Tubod Program is another publicity program handled by the
PRU in two different ways namely: (1) The Tubod Newsletter; and (2)
The Tubod Radio Block-Time.

During the year, the PRU was able to prepare Four (4) Tubod
Newsletter. It was done every quarter showing the different
programs, projects and activities of TCWD. 

The PRU also started a Tubod Block Time Program every
Wednesday from 3:00pm to 4:00pm at Real Radio starting from the
month of May 2021 wherein it aired the different frontline services,
programs, projects, activities, water alerts of the district in order to
promote transparency, trust, and accountability in the government
service to listeners. 

Tubod Program

The Bids and Awards Committee (BAC) is the committee responsible
to do the functions specified in Section 12 of Republic Act No. 9184
otherwise known as "The Government Procurement Reform Act".

03  —  Bids and Awards

Committee
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Supply and Delivery of One (1) unit Brand New Motor Vehicle for
TCWD;
Supply and Delivery of Various Pipes and Materials for the
Rehabilitation of Bridge Crossing Main Pipelines Upstream and
Downstream for TCWD;
Construction of One (1)Unit 500cu.m. Concrete Tank at Purok
Pluto, Brgy. Telaje, Tandag City;
Supply, Delivery, Installation and Commissioning of Transmission
Pipelines from Purok Pluto, Brgy. Telaje Reservoir to Brgy.
Mabua;
Supply and Delivery of Various Pipes and Materials for the
Construction of Pangi Pumping Station 3 and Distribution
Pipelines for TCWD;
 Supply, Delivery, Installation and Commissioning for the
Extension of Distribution Pipelines at Various Locations for
TCWD; and
Procurement of TCWD Security Services for CY2022.

For this year, the BAC was able to process a number of 289
procurements for Alternative Mode of Procurement, 266 for Small
Value Procurement (SVP), 3 for Agency to Agency,  16 for Shopping,
and 4 for Direct Contracting.

Further, the BAC and TWG facilitated the public bidding for the:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.



     The Finance Section of Tandag City Water District continue its function as the
internal auditor and the stewards of maintaining the finances, budget and
adherence to the rules and regulations of the state. We will continue to make more
research regarding how to properly dispose of government funds and to execute it
properly. 

     For the calendar (vaccination) year 2021, we try to innovate and be functional
despite of strict health protocols, lockdowns, and quarantine procedures. The
following were the accomplishments of our section for the year 2021, to wit:

FINANCE
SECTION
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1. We managed to record some of the Property, plant and equipment of the
District to Property, Plant and Equipment Ledger Cards which was not
maintained in the past reporting years.

2. We recognized depreciation for the previously unrecorded Property, Plant and
Equipment of the District this year.

3. We kept and maintain the Disbursement Vouchers of project related
transactions so that we can easily track, review and record those documents for
future reference.

4. We successfully created the subsidiary ledgers for the payables of the district
like accounts payable, loans payable, due to officers and employees, other
payables, mandatory payroll deductions. We will continue to maintain and
reconcile the payable accounts until it will be correct and proper.

5. Almost all the monthly, quarterly and annual financial reports were properly
submitted. But, there were times that delay may occur because of some unseen
factors but eventually we submitted those reports because of some health
protocol restrictions.

6. We continually monitor our budget as we use our modified budget utilization
system to keep track of the obligation granted, disbarment being made and
recognizing the savings of the projects to be used in other programs, projects
and activities.



7. We continuously adopted since 2017 the COA Circular 2017-004 dated
December 13, 2017 regarding the guidelines on the preparation financial
statements and other financial reports and implementation of the Philippine
Financial Reporting Standards by Government Corporations classified as
Government Business Enterprise and Philippine Public Sector Accounting
Standards by Non-government Business Enterprises.

8. All our accounting entries were properly supported by JOURNAL ENTRY
VOUCHERS.
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      Our section will continue to improve our function and conduct more research and
training for year 2022 and years thereafter.

      On the other hand, below is a 5 year District’s Financial Performance from the
year 2017 to 2021:

      Also, the Finance Section thru its Commercial Services Unit received and acted a
total of 8,346 customer service requests/complaints.

      Furthermore, the table below shows the growth of TCWD's service connections
from FY2020 to FY2021:



HUMAN RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT SECTION
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The human resource plays a significant role in the realization of the vision of the
Tandag City Water District. It is making continuous efforts toward effective
recruitment and development thereby maintaining the CSC’s PRIME-HRM Level II
status of accreditation.

Hence TCWD not only intends to hire the right people for the job but it also
promotes respect for the diversity of human resources in the workplace. The
approved Merit Selection Plan with equal opportunity principle provides
specifically a more accessible environment that empowers and sees each
employee as equal regardless of gender, socio-cultural status and physical
appearance.

As of December 31, 2021, the human resource complement of TCWD is reflected
below:

Recruitment, Selection and Placement 

One of the highlights this year for HRM Section is the revision of TCWD Strategic
Performance Management System with Equal Opportunity Principle as it was
recently approved by the CSC Regional Office in December 11, 2021. Meanwhile,
evidence requirements are currently being reviewed in preparation for PRIME-HRM
Level II accreditation.

Performance Management System 



readers appreciate
accurate information

100

WHAT'S YOUR INFOGRAPHIC TITLE?

readers appreciate
accurate information

100
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In pursuit of continually educating the employees despite the pandemic, the TCWD
registered employees to various training opportunities throughout the year to
increase knowledge, improve skills and build on their professional and technical
competencies, and to stay informed and remain current with employee benefits
and compliance issues with other agencies such as COA, CSC, GSIS, etc. 

It is for this reason also that in-house training entitled Leadership Skills Training
facilitated by the Board of Directors was conducted on August 10, 17, 24, 2021 and
Gender Sensitivity Training (GST) on Sept 3, 2021. 

Learning and Development 

The existing TCWD PRAISE was revised to include equal opportunity principle and
customized guidelines vis-a-vis the current needs of the Office. It has been
submitted to the CSC Regional Office for approval hopefully in January 2022. This
shall be done to support employees’ welfare and boost morale thru rewards and
recognition of their efforts and services. This is also a requirement to meet CSC’s
PRIME HRM Level II accreditation.

Rewards and Recognition 

Office policies patterned with the CSC’s rules and policies are being implemented
in the office. Office memorandum was issued in support to Section 22, Rule XIV,
Omnibus Rules Implementing Book V of EO 292 and CSC MC 1, s. 2017: Reiteration
of the Policy on Government Office Hours (Frequent Unauthorized Absences,
Tardiness in Reporting for Duty and Loafing from Duty during Regular Office Hours),
reminding employees who have incurred habitual tardiness. 

Aware of the support required for work-life balance, the Management also
approved a flexi-time to concerned employees who wanted to avail this program
of CSC. 

CSC Policies 



PROPERTY/SUPPLIES AND
GENERAL SERVICES
SECTION
    The Property/Supplies and General Services Section is in-charge of the safe
keeping of all supplies and materials in the district as well as the maintenance and
repair of all government properties. This section is also in-charge in insuring all
insurable assets, contracts, rights of action and other insurable risks to protect the
government against property losses.

      This Section was able to issue 2,730 Requisition Slip (SRS) and 280 Inspection and
Acceptance Report in the year 2021. It also released 261 sets water meter for
replacement of the defective ones. Monthly fuel consumption report was also
submitted to COA on time.
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The Procurement Unit's function remains one of the most critical and relevant
activities in the organization. Any request for the procurement requires prompt
action. 

The procurement activities of Tandag City Water District are in accordance with
the 2016 Revised Implementing Rules and Regulations of Republic Act No. 9184.

In 2021, the unit issued 586 Purchase Request from Admin Division and Engineering
Division. 

Procurement Unit
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    The Bids and Awards Committee (BAC) recommended the award for the approval
of the General Manager the Head of the Procuring Entity (HOPE) through the
authority given by the Board of Directors (BOD) to award the contract at a total
value of Forty Six Million One Hundred Two Thousand One Hundred Ninety Nine and
89/100 Pesos Only (Php 46,102,199.89). The Competitive Bidding/Public Bidding
valued at Thirty Four Million Two Hundred Fifty Six Thousand Seven Hundred Twenty
Seven and 70/100 Pesos Only (Php 34,256,727.70) for the procurement of
Infrastructure Projects and Procurement of Goods and Services and the Alternative
Mode of Procurements valued at eleven Million Eight Hundred Forty Five Thousand
Four Hundred Seventy Two and 19/100 Pesos Only (Php 11,845,472.19). All awarded
contracts are reported on the 2021 Procurement Monitoring Report.
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issuance of Purchase Orders

Awarded Contracts
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      Despite the spread of the CoViD-19 pandemic, the Engineering and Planning
Section still manages to complete most of the projects while following the new
normal manner on site to provide good service to both District’s customers and
employees. 

        Below are the list of major projects undertaken by the Engineering and Planning
Section this FY2021:

ENGINEERING AND

PLANNING SECTION
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 Water Distribution Analysis and Design Software, Tandag City;
Exploratory/Productive Drilling, Brgy. Maitom, Tandag City;
Extension of Water Distribution Lines at Various Locations, Tandag City;
Design, Build and Operate Bulk Water Supply For Tandag City Water District
(Ten-Year Contract), Tandag City;
Supply, Delivery and Installation of Two (2) Units 400cu.m and One (1) Unit
200cu.m Steel Bolted Tank Shell’s Poly Vinyl Chloride (PVC) Liner 1.50mm with
Circumferential Slotted PVC Pipes at the Bottom and Liner Clips at the Top,
Brgy. Bioto and Brgy. Awasian, Tandag City;
Extension of Service Pipeline, Purok Boombells, Brgy. Awasian, Tandag City;
Extension of Service Pipeline, Purok Santan, Brgy. San Agustin Sur and
Kambacho Bridge, all of Tandag City;
Extension of Distribution Pipelines, Capitol Hills, Brgy. Telaje, Tandag City;
Stub-Out of Distribution Pipeline, Purok Kalipayan, Brgy. San Agustin Sur,
Tandag City;
Stub-Out of Distribution Pipeline, Purok Kalipayan, Brgy. San Agustin Sur,
Tandag City;
Relocation of Service Pipeline, Purok Mauswagon, Brgy. San Antonio, Tandag
City;
Extension of Service Pipeline, Donasco Village, Brgy. San Agustin Sur, Tandag
City;
Fabrication and Erection of ASEAN Flag and Flagpole, TCWD;
Extension of Distribution Pipelines from Mabua Beach to 2nd Street, Brgy.
Mabua, Tandag City, SDS;
Extension of Service Line, Purok Macupa, Brgy. Bioto, Tandag City;

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

11.

12.

13.
14.

15.
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16. Temporary Realignment of Transmission Lines, Tandag Bridge, Brgy. San
Agustin Sur, Tandag City;
17. Construction of Comfort Room at Ihawan Spring, Brgy. Awasian, Tandag City;
18. Backfilling and Restoration of Quezon PS 1, Brgy. Quezon, Tandag City, SDS;
19. Extension of Water Distribution Lines, Brgy. Rosario, Tandag City;
20. Rehabilitation of Bridge Crossing Main Pipelines Upstream and Downstream;
21. Construction of One (1) Unit 500cu.m Concrete Tank, Purok Pluto, Brgy. Telaje
Surigao del Sur;
22. Supply, Delivery, Installation and Commissioning of Transmission Pipelines from
Purok Pluto, Brgy. Telaje Resevoir to Brgy. Mabua; and
23. Extension of Various Distribution Pipelines at Various Locations, Tandag City.

      Nonetheless, the table below shows the service requests acted by this section
thru the Maintenance of Services Unit:



PRODUCTION AND WATERSHED

MANAGEMENT SECTION

    The Production Unit is responsible in the maintenance and control of TCWD's
pumping station and water sources. It is responsible for the production of water
supply in the entire area of Tandag City under TCWD. 

      During the year 2021, the Production Unit had accomplished the following:
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    The Watershed Management Unit is responsible in the stewardship of the 786
hectares of land area, known as the Ihawan Spring Community Watershed, at Brgy.
Awasian, Tandag City. 

      Duty-bounded in maintaining the health and integrity of the watershed as source
of domestic water, the watershed team regularly monitors the area through constant
foot patrol, inventory of plants, and conducting thorough investigation against
perpetrators, thereby, minimizing timber poaching and illegal logging activities.  For
FY2021, only One (1) case of timber poaching was reported.

    Lastly, several tree planting activities were done by this Section thru the
Watershed Management Unit. Below is a table that shows the list of the TCWD tree
planting activities in FY2021.
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